


O U R  S TO RY  
 

 

 

 

The name ONIRA was inspired by our family heritage- it means “DREAM” in Greek. Our 
Yaya and Papouli came to America from Greece and fulfilled their dream of living a 
prosperous life. They raised us to DREAM BIG. 

Together, as sisters and best friends, we curated this one-of-a-kind, beautifully 
fragranced, pure essential oil as a daily reminder to set an intention towards our 
DREAMS. Apply it with a dream in mind, and as you go about your day, the scent will 
captivate you, bringing your focus back to your dream. Others will want to know "what 
are you wearing?" This scent awakens the heart and the senses. 

Since using the oils, we’ve been able to remain focused and achieved some of our 
biggest DREAMS: 

We both graduated from USC. Andrea became a Regional Director at Chanel 
Cosmetics and Pam became a mother and the Founder of a successful Talent 
Management Company. 

Our DREAM now is to share the inspiration and blessings that ONIRA OIL has brought to 
us. 



 

C O L L A B O R AT I O N S  
 

 

 

COLLABORATION WITH: MY SAINT MY HERO 
 

Creating Onira with My Saint My Hero is truly a DREAM. When we first met Amy, 
the Founder and CEO of My Saint My Hero, we knew that we wanted to join the 
mission to bring blessings into the world through tangible tools. Essential Oil has 
been used over the centuries to bless, heal and anoint, and it is our passion to 
blend beautiful essential oils. Together we bring ONIRA to you... may you be 
blessed and may your dreams be activated. 

 

 

 

 

 



Onira Pure Essential Oil &  
My Saint My Hero Decorative Benedictine Ring 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Great Gift Sets! 

Onira Pure Essential Oil Paired with  
My Saint My Hero Perfectly Imperfect Bracelet 

Somedays are rough…Somedays are smooth 
God is always in the middle 

Onira essential oils can be worn directly on the skin or infused into the lava 
beads.  Simply roll the oil directly onto the lava beads activating your 

dreams and intentions into the universe 

YOUR DREAMS MATTER 

DREAM BIG! 



Great Gift Sets! 

Onira Kids Pure Essential Oil &  
My Saint My Hero Share the Love Kids Bracelet 

Share the Love gives back to Child Help. Our pure blessed essential oils 
empower the children of our future. Put them together as a reminder to all 

that everyone has a voice and deserves to be heard.  

Share the love with Onira and Dream Big! 



ONIRA Greek meaning dream
PURE ESSENTIAL OIL 

1) GREAT FOR .......... A unisex essential oil for everyone! 

2) SELLS BEST IN ...... Spas, hotels, gift, fashion, flower boutiques, hospital 

gift shops. 

3) WHY YOU NEED IT.. Our original pure scent, heavenly and unmatched, is 

a blend of Paris Rain with Lily of the Valley extract. It's 

perfect to wear every day. 

4) INSPIRATION ....... Andrea and Pamela are two sisters who have been 

mixing essential oils in their kitchen for over 20 years. 

Onira became their most sought-after blend, and for 

the first time, it's now available for all. They chose to 

start with a blessed oil, then infused it with love and 

prayer. Together with My Saint My Hero, we can share 

the love and blessings with others. 

Wear it, diffuse it-feel your dream come alive. You 

are what the world is waiting for. Dream big! 

MY SAi NT+$-MY HERO. 
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